Abstract-Software-based active replication is expensive in terms of performance overhead. Multithreading can help improve performance; however, thread scheduling is a source of nondeterminism in replica behavior. To achieve strong replica consistency in multithreaded environments, this paper proposes intercepting mutex lock/unlock operations performed by threads on accessing the shared data and contributes with two algorithmic solutions: 1) a Loose Synchronization Algorithm (LSA), which captures the natural concurrency in a leader replica and projects it on follower replicas through interreplica communication, and 2) a Preemptive Deterministic Scheduler (PDS) algorithm, which removes the need for interreplica communication through the notion of round and by suspending threads when it is unable (yet) to schedule them deterministically. Failure behavior and performance of LSA and PDS implementations are evaluated in a triplicated system and compared with existing solutions. A performance evaluation indicates that LSA and PDS outperform existing solutions, with PDS offering lower throughput than LSA. A fault-injection campaign shows that PDS is more robust to errors due to the absence of interreplica communication. Hence, LSA and PDS represent a trade-off between performance and dependability. Finally, LSA and PDS are demonstrated in replicating the Apache Web server, a substantial real-world application.
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Solutions to replicate multithreaded applications have been proposed. Some are based on synchronizing replicas at the interrupt level [2] , [3] , [4] , which involves large performance overhead due to a low-level synchronization. Others tackle the problem at a higher level and are based on nonpreemptive deterministic schedulers [5] , [6] , but these solutions cannot exploit availability of multiple CPUs or maximize overlap between CPU and I/O activities since only one application thread can be active at a given time. Basically, all these techniques provide consistent replica behavior by enforcing the same thread interleaving on all replicas. This results in poor scalability and performance of the replicated system.
In contrast, we propose enforcing strong replica consistency without requiring the same thread interleaving on all replicas, thus preserving concurrency. This can be achieved by intercepting mutex lock/unlock operations performed by application threads on accessing the shared data. To this end, this paper presents two algorithmic solutions for enabling low-overhead multithreaded replication:
. The Loose Synchronization Algorithm (LSA), where one replica (leader) decides the mutex acquisition order and propagates it to other replicas (followers), which enforce the leader-dictated order on the execution of their threads (only on a per-mutex basis) [7] . . The Preemptive Deterministic Scheduling (PDS) algorithm, with no leader/follower structure and no interreplica communication. Replica consistency is achieved by breaking a replica execution into a sequence of rounds. The mechanism is such that when a new round fires, all threads' mutex requests are known and, thus, mutex acquisitions can be deterministically scheduled for the round [8] . In addition to formally proving LSA and PDS correctness (in the Appendix which can be found on the CS digital library at http://www.computer.org/tpds/archives.htm), we advocate the use of error injection for sound assessment of the proposed algorithms' dependability. Formal proofs of correctness give guarantees of a replicated system's robustness in an abstract operational environment. On the other hand, error injection enables studying whether the assumptions made in designing the system hold in practice and are sufficient for real settings. Toward this goal, the paper contributes with an experimental study of performancedependability trade-offs in selecting deterministic scheduling algorithms when replicating multithreaded applications. The target strategies include LSA, PDS, and a nonpreemptive deterministic scheduler (NPDS) algorithm we designed based on [6] .
A performance evaluation shows that LSA and PDS outperform NPDS significantly. This is because LSA and PDS can schedule multiple threads to execute at the same time. PDS, however, offers lower performance than LSA. This is because LSA enforces on (follower) replicas only the scheduling constraints that are strictly necessary (i.e., same mutex acquisition order as the leader but only on a permutex basis) and, hence, preserves more concurrency. In contrast, the PDS algorithm removes the need for interreplica communication by suspending threads when it is unable (yet) to schedule them deterministically.
An error-injection-based dependability evaluation shows that because LSA relies on an interreplica communication channel, the algorithm is more sensitive to fail silence violations of the underlying group communication layer (Ensemble [9] in our experiments). This leads to a larger number of catastrophic failures (i.e., cases in which the entire replicated system fails) for LSA than for PDS. (NPDS dependability characteristics are similar to those of PDS because neither of the two algorithms uses interreplica communication.) The discovery of catastrophic failures in Ensemble is a compelling result of this work. These failures are attributable to the fact that only a small component of Ensemble is proven and relies on a large unproven infrastructure (runtime language support) and to the lack of adequate self-checking mechanisms within Ensemble. These results would not have come to light without an experimental assessment. Also, we believe that these issues are not specific to the studied implementation (i.e., Ensemble), but can be reasonably projected to other systems.
Finally, this paper provides a demonstration and performance characterization of the proposed LSA and PDS algorithms in replicating the multithreaded Apache Web server. Experimental evaluation indicates low performance degradation for an Apace Web server triplicated with LSA and PDS (about 2 percent).
RELATED WORK
Early research on software-based replication focused on synchronizing replicas at the interrupt level. In the TARGON/32 system, asynchronous events (e.g., Unix signals) are transformed into synchronous messages delivered to the destination process and its backup [2] ; in the Hypervisor system, a virtual machine layer, beneath the operating system, uses a hardware register to count the instructions executed by a primary machine between two hardware interrupts [3] . This information is sent over the network to a backup machine, which uses instruction counts to reproduce the effects of the primary's hardware interrupts with respect to the backup's instruction stream. Delta-4 provides semiactive replication with a leader/ follower model and a preemption-synchronization mechanism. When an interrupt arrives, the leader determines the next preemption point at which the interrupt will be served and sends this information to followers. The scheme is called semiactive because only the leader interacts with the clients [4] and, hence, Byzantine failures of the leader cannot be tolerated. Synchronizing at the interrupt level in software suffers from large performance overhead due to the necessity of transferring fine granularity synchronization information over a network.
More recent software approaches to replication advocate object replication rather than process replication (discussed above). AQuA provides transparent, single-threaded replication to CORBA objects by means of proxies [1] . Solutions to replicate multithreaded applications/objects are based on a nonpreemptive deterministic scheduler. In Eternal, determinism is achieved by processing application threads (each of which serves a client request) sequentially, which is effectively a single-threaded solution [5] . In Transactional Drago, an MTRDS algorithm interleaves the executions of multiple logical threads: If the running thread reaches a scheduling point (e.g., an I/O operation, a lock/unlock request), the thread is suspended (e.g., waiting for I/O to complete) while another thread is scheduled [6] . To guarantee determinism, however, there are situations in which the algorithm is unable to keep the CPU utilized and must wait for a thread I/O to complete. Nonpreemptive deterministic schedules cannot exploit multiprocessing facilities since only one physical thread is scheduled at a given time.
SYSTEM MODEL: DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
The algorithms presented in this paper are discussed and demonstrated in the context of the active replication architecture of Fig. 1 , where a single voter/fanout component accepts requests from the clients, dispatches client requests to the multithreaded replicas (via a FIFO-ordered reliable multicast), collects (unicast) replica outputs and votes on them (on a per-replica thread basis), and delivers the majority outputs to the clients. Voting on a per-thread basis is necessary because, to preserve concurrency in replica thread execution, we cannot guarantee ordering of replica outputs. 2 Note that the proposed algorithms are applicable to other replication schemes that use duplicated voter/fanout or embedded voter within each client. The considered replication mechanism employs an underlying group communication layer (e.g., [9] , [10] ), which provides virtual synchrony through group membership and FIFOordered reliable multicast services. 3 The thrust of this work is the design, implementation, and evaluation of deterministic scheduling algorithms that can be layered between the application and the replication infrastructure to support fault masking of multithreaded applications. To achieve a robust solution, it is paramount that the algorithms can cope with their own (Byzantine) failures so as to not degrade the dependability of the overall replicated system. Note that the design of our algorithms does not consider: 1) failures in the application running on top since these failures should be handled by the voter, 2) failures in the replication infrastructure and in the underlying group communication layer because these software components should be designed to handle their own failures, and 3) reintegration of new/recovered replicas in the system, which can be done by leveraging reintegration techniques such as that in [12] .
We now introduce a general formal framework for specifying and reasoning about the properties necessary to ensure consistency of multithreaded replicas (see [13] for a thorough formalization). A replicated server application is modeled as a set of threads T and a set of mutexes M. 4 We assume that the same thread/mutex ids are associated with corresponding threads/mutexes of different replicas; this can be enforced by using a hierarchical thread/mutex naming scheme (e.g., as described in [13] ). (From a practical standpoint, we need to focus only on threads/mutexes that affect the server computation as seen by voter and clients; any other threads/mutexes can be left out from the discussion, e.g., they do not need to be instrumented with the proposed algorithms.)
The way in which the server code handles client requests (e.g., thread-per-client, thread-per-request) is irrelevant to the discussion and is abstracted out by focusing on the sequence of mutex acquisitions/releases issued by the application threads. A thread t acquiring a mutex m (at a given replica) is indicated by a mutex acquisition ðm; tÞ. A replica r's history is the (ordered) sequence of mutex acquisitions performed by r's threads and is indicated by H r . Enforcing the same history on all replicas (under the assumption of determinism as defined later) makes all replicas behave in the same way. This, however, is a stronger requirement than necessary since only the causal dependencies between mutex acquisitions need to be preserved. We say that, at a given replica, a mutex acquisition ðm 1 ; t 2 Þ causally precedes a mutex acquisition ðm 3 ; t 4 Þ, if ðm 1 ; t 2 Þ is performed before ðm 3 ; t 4 Þ and either t 2 ¼ t 4 (for mutexes acquired by the same thread) or m 1 ¼ m 4 (for acquisitions "conflicting" on the same mutex). Causal precedence can also be due to a chain of causal precedences (transitivity property).
The notion of causal precedence between two mutex acquisitions in a multithreaded process is analogous to the notion of causal precedence between two events in a distributed system [14] . Because noncausally related events in distributed systems are concurrent, concurrent mutex acquisitions in a multithreaded process are those acquisitions whose actual order of execution does not affect the result of the computation. This work leverages the key observation that, to preserve concurrency, replicas can be allowed to schedule concurrent mutex acquisitions independently and differently.
In order to maintain replica consistency, several assumptions are necessary. First, we assume that each application thread behaves deterministically between two consecutive mutex acquisitions. In [13] , we formalize this notion, in terms of causal precedence of mutex acquisitions, as a piecewise thread determinism assumption. Second, we assume that the replicated application is well coded. In [13] , we formalize the notion of a well-coded application by requiring that different mutexes protect different shared variables, that the application code is deadlock free, that a thread releases only mutexes it holds, and that each thread that can make progress does not hold a mutex forever and keeps requesting mutexes. Finally, for replicas executing a well-coded application, we define the correctness properties that a deterministic thread-scheduling algorithm must maintain:
. Internal Correctness. For each replica:
1. (Mutual Exclusion) at most one thread holds a given mutex and 2. (No Lockout) if a thread requests a mutex, then the thread will eventually acquire the mutex. . External Correctness. For each pair of replicas:
1. (Safety) mutex acquisitions are causally related in the same way at both replicas and 2. (Liveness) a mutex acquisition made by one replica is eventually made by the other replica. The next sections propose two solutions, the Loose Synchronization Algorithm (LSA) and the Preemptive Deterministic Scheduling (PDS) algorithm. It is assumed that the set of application threads T and the set of application mutexes M are finite and do not change; this restriction is removed in [13] . Due to space limitations, detailed descriptions of the LSA and PDS pseudocode (in Fig. 3 and Fig. 6 ) and formal proofs of correctness are relegated to [13] .
SPECIFICATION OF THE LSA ALGORITHM
This section introduces the Loose Synchronization Algorithm (LSA). Replica nodes are interconnected by means of a synchronous network that does not partition. FIFOordered reliable multicast and group membership services are available for interreplica communication. (In practice, these services can be provided by the same group communication layer used by the replication infrastructure by ensuring that LSA communication and voter-replica communication occur in different multicast groups.) One replica is designated as the leader; the others are followers. (The selection can be done by means of a deterministic rule, e.g., pick the first, applied on the current group membership view.) Also, in the application threads, the system calls lock and unlock, to acquire and release a mutex, are replaced with the functions lsa_lock and lsa_unlock provided by the pseudocode of Fig. 3 .
The LSA algorithm uses a leader-follower scheme to enforce the same external behavior in all replicas so that replicas can participate in active 5 replication schemes where majority voting is used to mask Byzantine replica failures. Observe that our scheme is different from the leaderfollower scheme of Delta-4 [4] proposed for semiactive replication, in which the leader is the only replica replying to the clients and, consequently, must be assumed to be fail silent. On the contrary, the LSA algorithm can support majority voting and can cope with a Byzantine leader sending corrupt information to followers (see Section 4.2).
LSA Algorithm Overview
In a multithreaded application, threads' accesses to shared variables are serialized via mutexes. The manner in which threads are scheduled on common operating systems such as UNIX is nondeterministic. Assuming no a priori knowledge of the way replica threads request mutexes, determinism of replica state updates can be achieved by designating a selected replica, the leader, to decide the order in which mutexes are granted and to enforce an equivalent order in the other, follower, replicas. The followers enforce the leader's order of mutex acquisitions only with respect to the same mutex. This permits concurrency to be preserved in the execution of follower threads that do not simultaneously acquire the same mutex and it is possible as long as different mutexes protect different shared variables and the application threads are piecewise deterministic (see Section 3). Fig. 2 depicts the execution of the LSA algorithm. All replicas begin executing simultaneously and the leader threads freely execute while the order of mutex acquisitions is collected in a buffer, mutex table, which is diffused to followers (both periodically and on becoming full) by means of a FIFO-ordered reliable multicast. On the left in Fig. 2 , the leader thread t 1 requests and acquires mutex m 1 , then t 2 requests and acquires m 2 . After t 1 releases m 1 , t 3 requests and acquires that same mutex (m 1 ). Consequently, the mutex table indicates the following sequence: hðm 1 ; t 1 Þ; ðm 2 ; t 2 Þ; ðm 1 ; t 3 Þi.
Followers unpack the mutex tables received from the leader in their projection queues. Each queue is associated with a mutex and contains the sequence of threads that can acquire the mutex, according to the leader's order. When a follower thread t requests a mutex m, the thread is granted the mutex only if t is at the top of the projection queue corresponding to m; otherwise, the thread is suspended.
In Fig. 2 , the follower's projection queues indicate that m 1 must be acquired first by t 1 and then by t 3 . Note that the follower thread t 2 acquires m 2 before t 1 or t 3 acquires m 1 , while, in the leader, t 2 acquires m 2 after t 1 acquires m 1 . Also in the follower, thread t 3 requests m 1 before t 1 does, but the mutex acquisition is delayed until t 1 releases m 1 . This approach guarantees external correctness with respect to the leader. The LSA algorithm introduces asymmetry in replicas (leader and followers) and requires direct communication from leader to followers. This brings about failure modes not present in traditional replication schemes [15] .
In this section, we analyze the behavior of the LSA algorithm in the presence of a Byzantine failure of the LSA code in one of the replicas. We assume that the FIFO-ordered reliable multicast and group membership services used in leader-tofollower communication do not fail (or, equivalently, can mask their Byzantine failures [10] ). A timer-based LSA Failure Management Component (FMC) is used to detect and recover from failures of the leader replica. For simplicity, the FMC is embedded into a nonfaulty LSA voter (depicted in Fig. 1 ), which performs majority voting on replica outputs and excludes faulty replicas. 6 Since the FMC uses timers to detect failures, the network connecting LSA voter and LSA replicas is assumed to be synchronous. In general, the mechanism for failure management can be distributed over multiple processes, separate from the voter.
Before proceeding, we introduce notions of thread divergent behavior and replica/thread deadlock conditions. A follower thread t has divergent behavior (with respect to the leader thread t) if t acquires mutexes without respecting the leader's causal order of mutex acquisitions. A follower thread t is in thread deadlock condition on a mutex m if t has requested m, but it will never acquire m (i.e., t will never return from lsa_lock). A follower replica is in replica deadlock condition if all of its threads are in thread deadlock condition. The possible error propagation scenarios are described next.
Faulty Leader. Errors from the leader can propagate to followers and contaminate them only via the transmission of corrupted mutex tables, which are the only data transmitted between leader and followers. A faulty leader l producing invalid mutex tables (in the form of a missing message, a spurious message, or a message with erroneous content) can cause threads of a follower f either to diverge (if the received mutex tables indicate a sequence of mutex acquisitions still compatible with the replicated application's algorithm) or to deadlock (otherwise). Observe the following: 6. Implementing replica exclusion can be done by using the suspicion mechanism provided by common group communication systems. The FMC sends a message to all replicas to force them to suspect an incriminated replica R; consequently, the group membership service removes replica R from the group. request m 2 before m 1 and can only result in thread t blocking forever when requesting m 1 . . Nonfaulty followers always behave alike. The assumption that the underlying group communication service does not fail (e.g., we can rule out cases such as a leader sending different mutex tables to different followers) guarantees that nonfaulty followers receive the same mutex tables and, thus, perform the same mutex acquisitions and in the same causal order. Thus, all nonfaulty followers diverge and deadlock in the same manner. For example, all divergent, nonfaulty followers exhibit the same output value discrepancies with respect to the leader. Faulty Follower. While a correct follower does not interact with other replicas, a misbehaving follower can impersonate the leader by sending illegitimate mutex tables to other replicas. Therefore, the leader unforgeably signs its messages (e.g., by means of public key cryptography) so that the recipients can always discard messages from unexpected sources.
LSA Failure Management Algorithm
The voter in Fig. 1 collects and votes on replica outputs on a per-thread basis. Based on the discussion in Section 4.2, Table 1 and Table 2 report all the possible combinations of a replica thread's behavior, as observed by the voter, in the presence of a single, leader failure or follower failure, respectively. Thread behavior is indicated with one of the following: output, if the thread produces output to the voter; no output, if the thread does not produce output to the voter (although the replica process to which the thread belongs does not crash); or crash, if the replica process to which the thread belongs stops executing. Observe that the column "Expected Behavior" denotes the thread behavior as expected in the absence of failures. In the following, we indicate as hung a thread (and the corresponding replica) that does not produce output although output is expected.
Apart from crash failures and case L4, which are discussed later, the failure diagnosis rule can be summarized as follows: 1. if all replicas send output, the faulty replica is the one whose output differs from the majority output-cases L1 and F1; 2. if a majority of replicas are hung, the leader is faulty-case L2; 3. if there is a single hung replica, that replica is faulty-cases L3 and F3; and 4. a replica sending a spurious output is faulty-cases L5 and F4. To implement the above diagnosis rule, we propose embedding the following LSA failure management algorithm in the voter: On receiving a new output of a thread t from one of the replicas (t's id is piggybacked on replica outputs, see Section 3), the voter starts a timer T t associated with t. Timer T t is used to detect any hang condition of thread t at the other replicas. Voting occurs either on receiving an output from thread t of each replica or on T t 's expiration. At that time, the voter takes both a majority vote on replica thread output values and a majority vote on replica thread hang conditions. Using this information, the voter detects and terminates any faulty replica (i.e., a replica with thread t in the minority on an output value or on a hang condition), discards any buffered output from the faulty replica, and decides the (majority) output to be delivered to the client, if available. If no majority output is available right away (case L2), after exclusion of the faulty replica and subsequent LSA reconfiguration (see Section 4.4), surviving replicas restart execution (exiting from a replica deadlock condition) and generate the output.
We now discuss the case of crash failures. Table 1 and  Table 2 indicate that a crashed replica is always the single faulty replica in the system. Replica crashes are detected transparently by the underlying group communication service (e.g., through heart-beating), which excludes such replicas from the multicast group and notifies remaining processes (voter and surviving replicas) by means of a view change [11] .
Finally, we discuss the case (L4) in which all replicas are hung. Case L4 is called leader impersonation failure since the leader can be thought of as impersonating a follower by stopping transmission of mutex tables, which causes the remaining replicas to deadlock, and by waiting, as if it were a follower, for reception of mutex tables in order to make progress. A leader impersonation failure is indistinguishable, without knowledge of the expected replica behavior, from the correct scenario in which no output is expected and no replica sends any output (see cases L7 and F6). Two solutions are proposed:
1. Application-specific information embedded in the voter.
The voter algorithm starts an additional timerT T on receiving a new client request r for which replica output is expected; if no replica thread produces an output for r byT T 's expiration, then the voter terminates the leader. Knowledge as to whether a replica output is expected can be derived from the client message contents. For example, for a replicated Apache server, the voter can inspect the HTTP header of the client message and determine whether it is a GET request (a response will follow) or a POST request (no response will follow). For a replicated CORBA object, the GIOP header of a request message contains a field response_expected that is true if and only if a reply message will follow. 2. Follower-supported deadlock detection. The voter periodically multicasts a message to followers, forcing a dedicated thread in each follower to initiate a check for a thread deadlock condition. The dedicated thread verifies whether any application thread has been blocked within lsa_lock for more than a predefined amount of time. The followers communicate the outcome of the check to the voter, which terminates the leader if all followers indicate a deadlock condition. In summary, faulty replicas are either terminated by the voter (in case of a hang or value error) or excluded by the group communication system (in case of a crash). Follower failures do not require system reconfiguration, i.e., the system can promptly continue operating (as long as the number of remaining replicas is at least two). If the leader fails, however, the system must be reconfigured to elect a new leader and recover contaminated followers, as described next.
LSA Reconfiguration
This section considers the reconfiguration of the system after a leader failure and assumes that no further failure occurrs until reconfiguration completes. The presented procedure does not require creation of new replicas since the system is reconfigured around replicas that have not been excluded from the system. Reconfiguration is initiated in each follower upon receiving a view change event from the group communication layer corresponding to the leader leaving the multicast group (function on_leader_failed in Fig. 3 ) due to a leader crash or termination. The reconfiguration procedure operates as follows:
1. The follower continues to execute until it reaches a replica deadlock condition (lsa_lock line 12, on_ leader_failed line 4). Replica deadlock defines a situation in which no application threads are able to acquire the mutexes they request and can be due to projection queues 1) being empty, 2) having an invalid thread as top entry, or 3) indicating a sequence of mutex acquisitions incompatible with the application's algorithm. Replica deadlock is detected during the reconfiguration procedure by checking whether all application threads are suspended. 7 The assumption that each application thread requests mutexes infinitely often (see Section 3) guarantees that, after the leader is excluded from the system (i.e., during a reconfiguration phase), the remaining replicas always reach a replica deadlock condition. Furthermore, the assumption of a nonfaulty underlying group communication layer guarantees that all nonfaulty followers grant the same causally ordered set of mutexes and, therefore, that all replicas reach deadlock consistently (see Section 4.2). Consequently, replica deadlock can be used as a synchronization point for correct followers from which the system can restart with the election of a new leader. 2. All projection queues are cleared to prepare the replica for resuming the execution (do_reconf lines 3-5). After reaching replica deadlock, remaining entries in the projection queues indicate a sequence of mutex acquisitions incompatible with the application's algorithm and must be removed. 3. The follower deterministically chooses the new leader (do_reconf line 6) from the current group membership view (e.g., pick the first). If the follower is not chosen to be the new leader, then it stays in deadlock until it receives mutex tables from the new leader (and, consequently, unpack_mt resumes its threads). If the follower is elected as the new leader, then it iterates through each mutex m and, if m is not held by any thread, it awakes one of the threads that are suspended to acquire m (do_reconf lines [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Once resumed, the thread will execute lsa_lock as the leader replica (by finding true the condition at line 22) and normal leader-follower operation continues. If the leader-elect replica executes the reconfiguration procedure faster than the other replicas, these replicas may receive mutex tables from the new leader before they have reached a replica deadlock, i.e., before Step 2. It is necessary, therefore, that the followers buffer the mutex tables received during the reconfiguration (on_recv_mt line 5). The buffered mutex tables are unpacked into the projection queues after the new leader is chosen (do_ reconf lines 18-21).
SPECIFICATION OF THE PDS ALGORITHM
In contrast to the LSA algorithm, the PDS algorithm does not require interreplica communication and, hence, the discussion on the PDS strategy will not make timing assumptions about the network. A total order relation "< " is imposed on the set of replica threads T , using which, threads can be ordered consistently across replicas. Also, in the application threads the system calls lock and unlock, to acquire and release a mutex, are replaced with the functions pds_lock and pds_unlock. For ease of understanding, we first present an overview of a simplified PDS algorithm, in which each thread can acquire at most one mutex per round. We then provide the actual PDS algorithm, which improves concurrency by allowing a thread to acquire at most two mutexes per round. 8 
Simplified PDS Algorithm
The PDS algorithm achieves replica determinism by operating independently at each replica. The following example looks inside the operation of one PDS replica and shows how the PDS algorithm can schedule replica threads deterministically, i.e., independently of the (nondeterministic) timing with which threads execute, but only based on their (deterministic) patterns of mutex acquisitions/releases. A replica's execution is broken into a sequence of rounds and, in a round, a thread can acquire at most one mutex. Two thread queues q 0 ðmÞ and q 1 ðmÞ are associated with each mutex m and are initially empty. On requesting a mutex m, a thread t first inserts itself in q 1 ðmÞ-whose entries are maintained sorted according to increasing thread ids to guarantee determinism-and then checks whether all other threads are suspended. If so, t triggers a new round; 7 . In lsa_lock at line 12, we only check if all threads except the running thread, t, are suspended. This is sufficient because at that point t cannot acquire the mutex it requests (can acquireðm; tÞ at line 5 is false) and is going to be suspended, if no deadlock is detected.
8. Allowing a thread to acquire more than two mutexes per round leads to race conditions. Consequently, additional support must be provided. This is the subject of further study. otherwise, t suspends itself. When a new round fires, all threads' mutex requests are known and, therefore, a deterministic scheduling of mutex acquisitions naturally occurs: For each mutex m, queue q 1 ðmÞ is first appended to queue q 0 ðmÞ-to gurantee fairness-and then, if m is not held by any thread, m is granted to the thread t at the head of q 0 ðmÞ. Because all threads must have requested a mutex in order for the next round to fire, it is important that no thread have unbounded computation or blocking time between a mutex acquisition and the following mutex request. This is required by the definition of correct application (see Section 3) and is further discussed in Section 6. Fig. 4 shows an execution scenario of the simplified PDS algorithm. In Fig. 4a , at the beginning of round n, indicated by a vertical bar, threads t 1 and t 2 have requested m 1 , while t 3 and t 4 have requested m 2 . Hence, in Fig. 4b , threads t 1 and t 3 can execute concurrently because they have requested different mutexes and are at the top of the q 0 queues. Threads t 2 and t 4 remain suspended. Later, in Fig. 4c , t 1 releases m 1 and t 3 releases m 2 (indicated by white circles); as a consequence, t 2 and t 4 can resume their execution. Thus, all threads can run concurrently. Then, thread t 3 is suspended upon requesting m 3 . To ensure deterministic behavior, t 3 needs to wait for the other threads to "declare their intention" in terms of which mutex they want to acquire next. In Fig. 4d , all threads have requested their next mutex. At that point, round n þ 1 fires, t 1 acquires m 3 , and t 2 aquires m 4 . In Fig. 4e, when t 1  releases m 3 , t 3 is granted m 3 and runs concurrently with t 1 and t 2 . Then, t 1 , t 2 , and t 3 request a new mutex and trigger the new round n þ 2 since t 4 is already suspended. In Fig. 4f , thread t 2 obtains m 1 and executes, while t 4 and t 3 are the next to acquire m 3 and m 4 , respectively, which are currently held by t 2 .
PDS Algorithm
In this section, the simplified PDS algorithm is extended (to preserve additional thread concurrency) by allowing each thread to acquire up to two mutexes per round. Fig. 5a shows an instant in the simplified PDS execution represented in Fig. 4d , where, during round n, threads t 1 ; t 2 , and t 3 are suspended because the new round cannot fire unless t 4 , still running, requests its next mutex. This waiting is not necessary. Indeed, whichever mutex t 4 requests next, say m 0 , at the next round t 4 will be scheduled only after any thread with a lower id and requesting m 0 is scheduled and releases m 0 . Therefore, it is possible to determine a new mutex acquisition scheduling for t 1 , t 2 , and t 3 before t 4 reaches the end of round n (as t 1 , t 2 , and t 3 have ids lower than t 4 ). This potentially permits all threads to run again concurrently and reduces thread waiting time at the round boundary.
In the PDS algorithm, each round is divided into two steps, 0 and 1, so that each thread can acquire at most two mutexes per round. An additional thread queue q 2 ðmÞ is associated with each mutex m. A mutex m is granted first to the thread at the top of q 0 ðmÞ and then, when q 0 ðmÞ is empty, to the thread at the top of q 1 ðmÞ. A thread requesting m at step s is suspended in queue q sþ1 ðmÞ if it cannot acquire m (e.g., when s ¼ 1). Fig. 5b shows the PDS execution corresponding to the simplified PDS execution of Fig. 5a . In Fig. 5b 
PDS Algorithm's Failure Behavior
As the PDS algorithm does not require interreplica communication, no additional failure modes are introduced by using the algorithm beyond what one would have in a typical replicated system. For example, in an active replication scheme with 2f þ 1 replicas, up to f value failures can be masked by majority voting on replica outputs.
ENSURING TIMELY MUTEX REQUESTS
This section discusses the practical implications of the assumption of Section 3 that each replica thread (that can make progress) requests mutexes infinitely often. In the context of the LSA algorithm, the assumption guarantees termination of the LSA reconfiguration phase, which is started after the faulty leader is excluded from the system. In contrast, in the PDS algorithm, the assumption guarantees that rounds are fired infinitely often and, hence, that all application threads can make progress. The relative difference in the time T that each thread spends between one mutex acquisition and the next (in the context of the same thread) affects the PDS algorithm's performance. If all threads take the same time T , then PDS provides high performance independently of the specific value of T . Cases in which some threads exhibit long periods of computation between two mutex requests can be handled -if source code is available-by instrumenting the code to insert acquisition/release pairs on an artificial mutex, which does not change the application's semantics, so that these periods are broken into execution chunks of similar duration. Cases in which some threads wait for requests/ connections from the network are less straightforward because, in principle, time T can be arbitrary for each thread. These cases are analyzed next.
Multithreaded servers usually preallocate a pool of threads to avoid the unnecessary overhead of spawning a new thread for each client request/connection. In the master-slave architecture, a single master thread accepts client requests/connections from the network and appends them to a queue; a number of slave threads extract requests/connections from the queue and serve them. In the worker architecture, the server contains a number of identical worker threads, which accept and serve client requests/connections. Due to space limitations, we focus here only on the worker model. Note that this model is more efficient than the master-slave model as it minimizes context-switching overhead incurred by incoming requests/connections.
If a server based on the worker model is subjected to nonsporadic load, then each worker thread is exercised by a (statistically) similar requests/connections arrival process. (Cases in which two subsequent requests/connections can be separated by a long time interval can be coped with by supplying the server with an artificial load.) If all worker threads have similar mutex acquisition patterns (e.g., if they perform similar computations but on different input data), then time T is (statistically) similar for each thread and, thus, PDS performs well. Example applications include a multithreaded Web server (discussed in Section 8), in which each worker thread serves an incoming HTTP request, and a callprocessing application, in which each worker thread establishes and handles a connection for an incoming phone call.
It is possible for real-world server implementations to include a number of threads that have very different computation patterns from the other threads. (For instance, Apache 2.0.43 contains a single thread that is in charge of handling UNIX signals and is suspended for most of the time.) If these threads do not affect the application consistency (as in Apache), then not intercepting/instrumenting their mutex lock/unlock operations with PDS enables preserving PDS performance.
PERFORMANCE-DEPENDABILITY TRADE-OFFS
Thus far, we have provided the details of the LSA and PDS algorithms, formally specified them, and (in [13] ) verified their correctness. The next sections discuss an evaluation of the proposed algorithms, from both performance and dependability perspectives, pursued through an experimental study of the performance-dependability trade-offs involved in selecting deterministic scheduling algorithms when replicating multithreaded applications. The considered algorithms include, in addition to LSA and PDS, a nonpreemptive deterministic scheduling (NPDS) algorithm, which we also implemented. NPDS is based on the Transactional Drago's MTRDS algorithm proposed in [6] in the context of transactional applications. The necessity for performance assessment is clear. The goal of the dependability assessment is to evaluate the fault resilience of the algorithms. Whereas the goal of a deterministic scheduling algorithm is to support failure masking, it is critical that the algorithm itself does not constitute a major source of failures in the replicated system. Although a level of dependability assessment has been achieved formally, the process is not complete unless the proposed algorithms are also evaluated experimentally, especially with regard to their response under a wide range of real failures.
Performance Evaluation
In this section, performance is evaluated by running a synthetic benchmark (described below) in an active replication configuration with majority voting and by measuring the replicated server's throughput (number of client requests served per second) and latency (elapsed time between a client sends a request and receives the associated response). The goal of the synthetic benchmark is to facilitate comparison of the studied algorithms while exercising them under varying levels of parallelism in replica execution and balance between CPU activity and I/O activity.
The experimental setup (see Fig. 7 ) consists of two Ethernet 100 Mbps LANs, one connecting the clients to a voter/fanout process and the other connecting the voter/ fanout process to three replicas. Replicas and voter execute on Pentium III 500 MHz-based machines running Linux 2.4. Ensemble 1.42 [9] is used for group communication. The replication framework employed is the Virtual Socket Layer, which offers active replication to socket-based, Unix applications and is proposed in [16] .
Synthetic Benchmark. A synthetic benchmark models a multithreaded, networked server in which 10 worker threads serve requests arriving concurrently from 30 clients. (This allows us to study the maximum server throughput.) A client generates a request and waits for the response to arrive from the server before generating the next request. Each client request (about 1KB large) makes a number of accesses to a set of data objects stored by the server. In the experiments, the total number of server objects is set to 10,000 while each client request involves accessing 100 randomly selected objects. Each access involves four steps:
1. perform I/O activity with probability P , 2. acquire a mutex m protecting the data object (each object is associated to a different mutex), 3. access the object data, and 4. release mutex m. After serving a client's request, the server replies by sending the request message back to the client. This enables the voter to verify that corresponding server threads at different replicas serve the same client requests as any inconsistency is detected as a value fault.
We implement I/O activities through probabilistic thread suspension. This allows us to model server accesses to a networked/remote persistent storage when the data is not found in a local cache maintained by the server and to emulate the availability of multiple CPUs on each replica machine. The level of parallelism offered by the benchmark is adjusted through the probability P of I/O and the duration d of an I/O activity: the larger P or d, the more parallelism in thread execution. In real applications, different I/O activities may correspond to different services and, thus, may differ substantially. Accordingly, the proposed benchmark models each I/O activity with a different value d, which is randomly selected in an interval . LSA always performs best and has remarkably low overhead (with respect to the nonreplicated, SIM-PLEX configuration). When serving a client request takes a very short time, LSA performance is limited by the leader-to-followers communication to distributed mutex tables (see LSA throughput in Fig. 8b for D ¼ 10 ms).
. PDS performs almost as well as LSA when I/O activity is frequent and regular (see Fig. 8a ), but its performance degrades when I/O activity is scarce or highly irregular (see Fig. 8b ). Nevertheless, PDS always provides substantially better performance than NPDS, with at least a 2-fold improvement. In the studied setup, irregular I/O activity time directly corresponds to irregular thread execution time between subsequent mutex acquisitions. Consequently, irregular time between subsequent mutex acquisitions can be detrimental for PDS throughput, as anticipated in Section 6. . NPDS does not allow multiple threads to run at the same time and, consequently, it exhibits very high overhead, up to about 900 percent in Fig. 8 . . The throughput of all configurations decreases with the growth of I/O activity duration because the longer I/O causes service time to increase while the number of server threads is fixed. LSA Server Performance. To achieve high LSA throughput, the leader-to-followers communication must be efficient. Recall that this communication occurs both when the leader's mutex table gets full and periodically (see Section 4). Thus, there are two parameters that can affect LSA performance: the maximum size S of the mutex table and the duration T of the timer used for periodic transmission. In the experiments of Fig. 8 , S is set to 10 entries and T is set to one second, as our measurements show that this suffices to attain best LSA performance. We now discuss the sensitivity of LSA performance to the values of S and T . Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b depict the throughput and latency of an LSA triplicated server for different mutex table sizes S while T is set to one second. The data shows that, although S affects LSA performance, determining the optimal value of S with high Summary. The optimal choice between the LSA and PDS algorithms depends on the application and, in general, reflects a trade-off between aggressive concurrency at the expense of interreplica communication for LSA (which gives better performance) and independent replica execution at the expense of concurrency for PDS (which gives better error resilience, as discussed in Section 7.2). On the other hand, the NPDS algorithm always performs substantially worse than both the LSA and PDS algorithms, as long as there is parallelism in replica thread execution that can be exploited. Finally, note that although the above experiments show LSA always performing better than PDS, this result may be inverted if interreplica communication is costly, e.g., when the network bandwidth is scarce or the number of replicas is large.
Dependability Evaluation
This section provides a dependability assessment and comparison of the LSA and the PDS algorithms using software-based error injection. Three dependability measures are used: 1) the number of catastrophic failures (cases in which the entire replicated system fails, i.e., the voter and/or a majority of replicas fail), 2) the replica's error-manifestation ratio (ratio between manifested and injected errors), and 3) the replica's manifested-to-activated 9 ratio (when available). The number of catastrophic failures must be minimized in highly available systems. The error manifestation ratio characterizes the likelihood that an error causes a failure (including a single replica and an entire system failure). It can be used to calculate, given the error arrival rate, the replicated system availability. The manifested-to-activated ratio provides a closer look into the error sensitivity of a replica code.
Injections into a Replica Process. A first set of error injection experiments was conducted to assess the impact of errors in a replica's text, data, and heap memory segments. A replica here includes the application benchmark discussed in Section 7.1, the LSA/PDS algorithm, the Virtual Socket Layer, and Ensemble. NFTAPE [17] was used to conduct automated fault/error injection experiments.
The error models considered are summarized in Table 3 and represent a combination of those used in several past experimental studies [18] , [19] . By injecting single bits in the targeted replica, we emulate errors in the main memory, the cache, the processor execution buffer, and the processor execution core, as well as errors occurring during the transmission over a bus. Previous research on microprocessors [20] has shown that most (90-99 percent) devicelevel transients can be modeled as logic-level, single-bit errors. Data on operational errors also shows that a majority of errors in the field are single-bit errors.
Manifested errors are divided in two major outcome categories: 1) crash failures, in which the injected replica stops executing and no incorrect state transition is performed before the failure, and 2) fail silence violations, in which the injected replica performs incorrect state transitions. 10 The two categories and their corresponding subcategories are reported in Table 4 . Table 5 reports the results from error injection experiments for both LSA and PDS algorithms (for LSA, we distinguish between leader and follower injections) and for each error model listed in Table 3 . During an experiment, each client sends 10 requests (generated as explained in Section 7.1) and then terminates. This setup permits us to observe the system for a sufficient amount of time after an error is injected (about 30 seconds). The experiment concludes when either all clients terminate or a catastrophic failure occurs. The system is reset between two experiments.
With the exception of five catastrophic failure cases, the system can recover from the injected error. In the case of PDS, the voter masks the failure. In the case of LSA, if the leader fails, followers successfully elect a new leader after the failed leader is excluded from the system; if a follower 9. An error is activated if the injected data/instruction is used/executed.
10. This failure type covers cases such as corrupted data saved on persistent storage or corrupted message sent to other nodes. fails, the voter masks the failure. Voter masked failures and catastrophic failures are further discussed below.
Failures Masked by the Voter. Text injections show a slightly larger error-manifestation ratio and manifested-toactivated ratio for LSA than for PDS. Because the difference in the algorithms' code size (14K for PDS and 25K for LSA) is small compared to the total replica code size (900K) and the errors are injected uniformly, we argue that the major cause for variations in the observed error manifestations is the different uses of Ensemble (with code size of about 740K). While PDS and LSA replicas both use Ensemble to communicate with the voter, an LSA replica also uses Ensemble for passing the order of mutex acquisitions from the leader to the followers. Profiling the Ensemble usage shows that a PDS replica and an LSA replica invoke, respectively, 343 and 391 Ensemble functions.
Data injections show a very low error-manifestation ratio because a large part of the data segment (405K in total, 390K of which is part of Ensemble) is not used during normal execution. Heap injections show an error-manifestation ratio for LSA that is about twice that for PDS. The reason can be found in the more extensive use of dynamic memory by 1) the LSA leader, which stores the mutex table on the heap memory, 2) the LSA followers, which store the projection queues on the heap memory, and 3) Ensemble (for both leader and followers), which uses heap memory for internal message buffering and management support of the leader-to-follower communication. The observed larger error sensitivity of a follower is because a follower not only collects (in the projection queues) the leader-dictated order of mutex acquisitions, but actively applies it in scheduling threads' executions. Thus, corruption of the projection queues results in more crashes or divergent behavior of the follower, where divergent behavior manifests as a greater percentage of value errors.
Catastrophic Failures. Although the above discussion indicates that the PDS thread-scheduling strategy has a higher error resilience than the LSA strategy, the most important difference between the two algorithms appears when analyzing catastrophic failures. These failures cannot be masked by the voter, thus, it is crucial to prevent them in a replicated system. The experiments conducted showed five catastrophic failures, all due to errors propagating through the Ensemble communication layer: . PDS experiments. An error injected in the Ensemble's message routing module (Unsigned) of the targeted replica caused the voter to crash in the Ensemble's point-to-point communication module (Pt2pt), but the injected replica did not crash. . LSA-leader experiments. Three catastrophic failures were caused by errors originating from an Ensemble function used by the LSA leader. 1) An error injected in the the group membership module (Intra) of the leader caused the voter to have an inconsistent group membership view with respect to other replicas, 11 which violates the properties of reliable group communication. 2) An error injected in the connection management module (Conn) of the leader caused the leader to hang and the two followers to crash in their reliable, FIFO broadcast module (Mnak). 3) An error injected in the Unsigned module of the leader caused the two followers to crash in their Mnak module and the voter to crash in its Pt2pt module. . LSA-follower experiments. An error injected in the Ensemble's function extern_rec of a follower caused voter and other two replicas to raise an exception due to a corrupted control flow packet header. This function handles the interaction between the high-level part of Ensemble (e.g., reliable communication algorithms) written in OCAML and the low-level part (e.g., sockets) written in C. Injections into Ensemble. To further investigate the sensitivity of the two algorithms to catastrophic failures, additional error injection experiments were performed targeting specific functions of Ensemble. Due to space limitations, we briefly summarize our major findings (see [8] for details):
. About 2,800 single-bit errors were injected uniformly in the portion of a replica's text segment corresponding to a specific Ensemble function that is used by both a PDS and an LSA replica. . A large number of manifested errors (up to 5-6 percent) result in fail silence violations, including catastrophic failures. The actual percentage highly depends on the processes' network activity, which corroborates the observation that LSA can generate more fail silence violations than PDS. . Although the Ensemble protocols have been formally proven, their code constitutes only 5 percent of the code executed at runtime. A large number of fail silence violations originate in the runtime support of OCAML. . Assuming only crash failures without embedding high-coverage, self-checking mechanisms in the code is detrimental for the system's dependability. Our experiments indicate that Ensemble's internal assertions detect less than 10 percent of the injected errors. Service Unavailability. Table 6 presents the impact of the observed failures on the overall system availability in terms of time after a failure during which the system cannot provide service (down-time). There are three key parameters: T GCS , the time the underlying group communication service takes to detect a replica crash and issue a group view change; T HNG , the time the voter takes to detect a replica hung failure and issue the termination of the faulty replica; and T IMP , the time the LSA voter takes to declare a leader impersonation failure and to issue the termination of the faulty leader. In the experiments presented above, T GCS is set to 15 seconds, while T HNG and T IMP are set to 30 seconds. These values were chosen to practically eliminate, in the studied setup, the possibility of false positives.
In Table 6 , crash failures and value errors comport a nonnull down-time because our voter implementation is blocking: The voter always waits for all replicas active in the system to produce an output before voting (i.e., before computing the majority output and delivering it to the client). This down-time can be reduced to zero with a more complex, nonblocking voter implementation that only waits for a majority of correct outputs to arrive. Our experience, however, indicates that the nonblocking voter design can incur a substantial performance hit (up to 50 percent) because it must manage a complex system of output queues on receiving each replica output. Consequently, we opted for the simpler, blocking voter implementation, which provides the best performance in the common case of no failure. Table 6 also shows that an LSA replicated system can experience additional down-time due to LSA leaderspecific failures, namely, a ðT HNG þ T GCS Þ down-time for a two-hung-followers failure and a ðT IMP þ T GCS Þ down-time for an impersonation failure. (Note that, in all the failure cases considered so far, a T GCS term in the down-time accounts for the time the group communication system needs to update the group membership after the elimination of the faulty replica.) Catastrophic failures (e.g., crash of all replicas) result in infinite down-time since the system cannot recover from them.
Lessons Learned
Performance and failure analysis of the LSA, PDS, and NPDS algorithms shows the following:
. The LSA strategy can provide the best performance at the expense of availability. Because LSA relies on an interreplica communication channel for efficient mutex acquisition scheduling, LSA is more sensitive to the underlying communication layer's fail silence violations than is PDS. This leads to a larger number of catastrophic failures for LSA than for PDS. Also, handling LSA-specific failure scenarios can introduce additional unavailability. If minimizing downtime is crucial (as for highly available systems), PDS is a more appropriate choice than LSA. If performance concerns have priority over minimizing downtime, then LSA can be preferred to PDS. . NPDS strategy provides correct execution through serialization, which eliminates the benefit of multithreading and results in poor performance compared to PDS and LSA strategies. Although we did not explicitly evaluate NPDS dependability characteristics, we argue that they are similar to those of PDS, especially with regard to catastrophic failures. This is because neither of the two algorithms uses interreplica communication. Our study also shows that errors originating in the group communication layer do propagate and lead to catastrophic failures of an entire replicated system. Although small in percentage, such failures do constitute an impediment to high dependability because recovery from them can involve significant downtime in system operation. Our results are not reported as an indictment of Ensemble, which is a wellengineered product, but to point out that achieving high dependability in real systems requires both theoretical and experimental validation. The formally proven algorithms usually constitute only a small fraction of a system; moreover, the lack of adequate self-checking mechanisms within the code can cause the assumptions made while designing the algorithms to not hold in reality. These issues are not specific to Ensemble and can be projected to other systems as well. For instance, simply using protocols that can handle application value errors (e.g., Byzantine agreement) will not help cope with errors originating in the communication layer and leading to a malformed header in the messages exchanged.
REAL-WORLD APPLICATION: APACHE WEB SERVER
In Section 7.1, we evaluated the proposed LSA and PDS algorithms with a synthetic multithreaded benchmark. While this was an effective approach for studying algorithm performance as a function of application characteristics (e.g., the potential thread concurrency), only a study involving real applications can validate the several assumptions made (see Sections 3 and 6). To this end, we present a demonstration and performance characterization of the proposed algorithms in replicating the multithreaded version of the Apache Web server. Broadly stated, a client can use an Apache Web server in two ways: 1) to retrieve static HTML pages (or files in general) or 2) to execute Common Gateway Interface (CGI) programs, which perform a computation and return a dynamic HTML page to the client. The first use is not interesting from an active-replication point of view: Since the page/file is static, a precalculated checksum can be added to the page/file so that errors in the retrieved data can be checked at the client side. The second use is interesting because checksums cannot protect the computation that produces the dynamic HTML page, a computation that can be critical to the user. A common use of Apache/ CGI is as a front-end to a database. Consider the following scenario: A client requests a query by filling in an HTML form. The client's browser then (automatically) generates a CGI invocation to the (remote) Apache server. The latter, in turn, launches a CGI program that executes a query on the database and formats the query result in a dynamic HTML page, which is then sent back to the client. Using this scenario, we replicated and tested the Apache Web server.
Experimental Setup. The multithreaded Apache Web server 2.0.43 was triplicated using our VSL framework [16] in the same experimental setup as described in Section 7.1. Apache was compiled with Multiprocessing Module with Threading via Pthread (threaded) enabled. This module implements a hybrid multiprocess-multithreaded server to handle multiple client connections concurrently. Each process has a fixed number of threads (25 in our experiments). Each Apache replica is associated to a MySQL 3.23 database server running on the same machine (for clarity of explanation, the system contains three Apache servers and three MySQL servers). The database includes a table of 1,000,000 tuples, each of which has a unique id (4 bytes) and a filler field (100 bytes) that models application-specific information. An experiment involves 50 clients executing concurrently. A client sends a CGI request to the replicated Apache to retrieve a tuple with a given (randomly generated) id and waits until the response comes back in the form of HTML page (about 130 bytes). 12 Our experiments indicate that serving a CGI request involves five mutex acquisitions within Apache.
Experimental Results. In a first set of experiments, Apache was replicated with minor source code modifications, namely, the inclusion in 12 C files of VSL header files to replace default socket and pthread library functions with the corresponding VSL functions. 13 Selection of the LSA, PDS, or NPDS algorithm is transparent to the application and is done at runtime, through command line options. The resulting throughput is reported (in terms of requests per second) in Fig. 10 for the nonreplicated Apache (base line) and for the Apache replicated with LSA, PDS, and NPDS algorithms. LSA clearly outperforms both NPDS and PDS and incurs a reasonable performance overhead (approximately 38 percent). On the other hand, PDS performs as poorly as NPDS (about 5,150 percent performance overhead), which is in apparent contrast with the discussion in Section 7.1. Understanding the reasons for the poor PDS performance requires a closer look at the mechanism Apache uses to serve client requests.
The code of Apache 2.0.43 is based on a master-slave model in which a dedicated thread (listener_thread) accepts client connections (through the accept function) and queues them in a connection queue. A number of worker threads (worker_thread) extract connections from this queue and serve the associated clients. Accesses to the shared connection queue are serialized by means of a mutex m. Thus, serving a client request involves one mutex acquisition. Instrumenting mutex m with the LSA/PDS/ NPDS algorithms guarantees that the same worker threads serve the same client connections in all replicas; this enables majority voting on a per-thread basis.
The low PDS performance of Fig. 10 can be explained with the asymmetry between the computation performed by the listener_thread, essentially void, and the computation performed by each worker_thread, which takes up to 0.3 seconds due to the database access. After the listener_thread inserts a connection in the connection queue (i.e., acquires m), it can insert the next accepted connection (i.e., can acquire m again) only after a worker_thread extracts a connection from the connection queue (i.e., acquires m), serves the connection (which involves database access), and tries to extract another connection (i.e., requests m again). This behavior is due to the PDS round-firing mechanism.
To eliminate asymmetry in replica thread executions, we slightly restructure the original Apache code by using an equivalent worker model (changes were restricted to one C file of about 2,000 lines). We eliminate the listener_thread and make each worker_thread directly invoke accept to obtain a new client connection and then serve the connection. Mutex m is now used to serialize invocations to accept by a replica's threads. The resulting performance is shown in Fig. 11 and clearly indicates replication systems involving negligible overhead for both LSA and PDS (approximately 2 percent).
Finally, we briefly discuss an extension to the presented experiments that indicates how to use the proposed algorithms in general multitier applications. In the considered setup, each replica node runs a local MySQL process managing a database stored on a local disk. Suppose that client requests can involve updates to the database. In order to guarantee strong consistency for the overall replicated system (Apache/CGI plus MySQL), which is effectively a two-tier system, it is necessary that all MySQL processes receive the same sequence of CGI requests from the associated Apache processes. This is a sufficient condition if MySQL operates in a deterministic manner; otherwise, MySQL can be instrumented with LSA or PDS algorithms, as done for Apache. To guarantee that the same sequence of CGI requests is input to each MySQL process, it is sufficient to insert in the CGI script an LSA/ PDS-instrumented mutex that serializes the sending of CGI requests to MySQL. Importantly, the mutex can be released immediately after the request is sent because it is unnecessary to serialize CGI execution up to the reception of the results from MySQL. This solution guarantees that the serialization time is very short and, thus, the impact on the throughput is minimal. Indeed, on each replica node, multiple CGI threads can run at the same time while the MySQL process can serve their requests concurrently.
CONCLUSIONS
Replication schemes by their nature impose a significant performance overhead. Measurements reported for several existing replication approaches indicate performance overhead ranging from 300 percent to 1,000 percent [1] , [22] , [23] , [24] . Until recently, only single-thread applications were replicated since multithreading does not easily conform to the state machine approach [15] widely used in software replication. If the replicas are multithreaded, however, performance overhead due to replication can be significantly reduced. A simplistic approach is pursued by nonpreemptive deterministic schedulers [5] , [6] , which, although providing multithreading support, do not exploit concurrency in replica threads. In contrast, the proposed Loose Synchronization Algorithm (LSA) captures the natural concurrency in a leader replica and projects it on follower replicas through interreplica communication. The proposed Preemptive Deterministic Scheduler (PDS) algorithm removes the need for interreplica communication yet preserves a large degree of replica concurrency. Performance/dependability characteristics of LSA and PDS implementations are compared and contrasted through fault injection. The absence of interreplica communication gives PDS dependability advantages over LSA at the price of lower performance. The algorithms are demonstrated in replicating the Apache Web server, a substantial real-world application.
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